About Us

<h1>About Munen Muso Martial Arts Studio</h1> <p><img title="Hanshi Gary Johnson"
align="right" style="float: right; border: 1px solid black; margin: 10px;" alt="Hanshi Gary
Johnson" src="images/stories/hanshi_gary_johnson.jpg" border="0" />Munen Muso Martial Arts
Studio has been offering instruction and training in Karate since 1999. Located in Erina, NSW,
Munen Muso Martial Arts Studio has produced champions in life as well as in the martial
arts.</p> <p>Headed by Gary Johnson (Soke - 8th Dan) and Leanne (Janvrin) Johnson
(Kyoshi - 6th Dan) Master Instructors and staff of expert instructors and managers, Munen
Muso Martial Arts Studio offers a number of programs for physical fitness and instruction in
Karate.</p> <p>Munen Muso Martial Arts is a series of personal protection classes especially
formulated from a variety of the most practical, traditional and modern day Martial Arts
philosophies in order to meet the self defence needs of today�s continually changing
society.</p> <p>Munen Muso is a member of the National Association of Professional Martial
Artists and the Australian Kung Fu (WuShu) Federation and bound by the Martial Arts Industry
Code of Conduct and the Martial Arts Teachers Association.</p> <h1>How to Contact Us</h1>
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margin: 10px;" alt="Renshi Leanne Johnson" src="images/stories/renshi.jpg" border="0" />We
invite you to come and visit our facility located at 3a, 330 The Entrance Road, Erina, NSW and
consider enrolling in one of our outstanding programs such as, Ninjas Warriors, Children &
Adults Programs, Boxing, Kickboxing, MMA - Mixed Martial Arts, BJJ and Hyper Pro Training
Programs. You can also reach us through Direct E-Mail or our Contact Form. You can also call
us on the phone at: 02 4367 0357. Please refer to our Hours of Operation to call us within our
business hours.</p> <h1>Thank You for Visiting Us Online</h1> <p>Thank you for visiting our
website, we hope that we have provided you with enough information to help you in your search
for a Martial Arts training facility. We hope to meet you in the near future.</p> <p>- The
Management of Munen Muso Martial Arts Studio</p> <p> </p>
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